
THE BUCKET LIST: HOW MENTAL 
ACCOUNTING CAN WORK FOR  
INVESTORS (PART 1) 

Every dollar is equal in value – at least until it is held 

by an individual. Each person is riven with emotions, 

desires and goals that change their perceptions about 

the value of money.

They place it in buckets, often based on the source of the 

money and its intended use. It’s a process also known as 

‘mental accounting’ and the ways it can work against 

investors are well known.

For example, why maintain a separate savings account 

for a child’s future education expenses while at the same 

time carrying high-interest credit card debt? A person’s 

overall financial situation would be better off by using 

money in the first bucket to pay off the second.

However, assuming financial literacy will change all 

such behaviour – especially under extreme pressure – is 

a path doomed to failure. Behavioural biases are hard-

wired into our brains and solutions must also incorporate 

them if they are to succeed.

Mean-variance optimal portfolios1, which are flawed 

(we’ll explain more on this later in this article) but still 

dominate the financial services industry, are a classic 

example where behavioural biases are ignored.
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1 Mean-variance optimal is just a fancy way of saying the best risk-adjusted return. Mean = return, variance = risk, 

optimal = best. It’s another example of how we finance folk try to make ourselves sound smarter
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Modern portfolio theory suggests the highest level 

of return per unit of risk can be delivered via a mean-

variance optimal portfolio. It provides a framework to 

optimally allocate investments between different assets. 

However, the Chartered Financial Analyst (CFA) program 

acknowledges the differences between modern 

portfolio theory and behavioural portfolio theory. An 

optimal portfolio might not deliver an optimal outcome 

because of clients’ behavioural biases – a portfolio 

incorporating how clients think and act may have a 

better chance of doing so.

Financial advisers talking to clients every day know this 

because they see the impact that market downturns 

have on the average Australian. Negative returns and 

volatility, amplified by tabloid-style media headlines, 

can quickly sway clients towards poor decisions.

The outcome is they are often buying high and selling 

low, despite their best intentions, according to a recent 

Morningstar report which quantified the impact of 

investor behaviour on returns. 

It found the average US investor’s actual experience of 

mutual fund returns trailed the average mutual fund 

return by an annualized 137 basis points over the past 

10 years (5.53% versus 6.90%)2. The reason is largely poor 

market timing.

Interestingly, a similar 2016 Morningstar study found that 

Australian superannuation funds had a 0.53% positive 

investor return gap, suggesting that disengagement 

and regular mandated contributions can have a positive 

effect on behaviour (if we ignore the fact that many 

Australians are also invested in poorly-performing default 

funds, as revealed by the Productivity Commission).

A ‘HYPOTHETICAL’ PERFECT 
PORTFOLIO VERSUS ‘REAL-
WORLD’ BUCKETING 

There’s a fundamental problem with mean-variance 

optimal portfolios though: they are a theoretical 

construct that isn’t possible to achieve in the real-world.

The only way to build an optimal portfolio is to have 

perfect foresight about future returns, risk and asset 

class correlations. No-one knows any of these precisely, 

let alone all three, so a mean-variance optimal portfolio 

can only EVER be built in hindsight – it WOULD have 

been optimal in the past, but we have no idea if it will be 

optimal in the future. 

When it comes to forecasting, Innova resist the urge 

to try and engage in perfect financial forecasting as 

we know the future is, by definition, unknowable. It is 

therefore about the degrees of variance and accuracy 

you can have in your forecasts and forecasting ranges of 

outcomes, not singular outcomes. Risk can be forecast 

with the most accuracy (which is one reason why risk 

parity funds have taken off and done so well, they only 

have to forecast one thing - risk). Returns can be forecast 

with higher levels of accuracy in some asset classes (for 

example sovereign bonds), lower levels of accuracy in 

Source Morningstar, Inc. Data through 3/31/2018. Note: All Funds figures are ex funds of funds. The other groupings are not.

2 The difference between the two is less (5.53% versus 5.79%) if comparing to a mutual fund’s average total return rather than its asset-

weighted return. Morningstar suggests both numbers provide a range of under performance due to investor behaviour. 
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Fig 1: 10-Year Annual Investor Returns by Asset Class Compared to Annual Asset-Weighted Returns

CONTROL BEHAVIOUR TO CONTROL RETURNS 

https://corporate1.morningstar.com/ResearchLibrary/article/867811/mind-the-gap-2018-us/
https://www.morningstar.com.au/funds/article/australia-super-system-a-proven-winner/8557
https://www.pc.gov.au/inquiries/current/superannuation/assessment/draft
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others such as equities but unforecastable in others 

(e.g. the amount or timing of ‘alpha’, or performance 

above/below the market [when adjusted for market and 

factor exposures], a manager will produce essentially 

can’t be forecast), although time horizons are a strong 

determining factor. 

The big elephant in the room though is that there is no 

evidence suggesting correlations can be forecast with 

any accuracy over any time horizon. In addition, within 

and across asset classes correlations are dynamic. 

Nevertheless, mean-variance optimal portfolios assume 

that correlations are static through time – whilst reality 

shows us this just isn’t the case.

Innova’s position is that optimal portfolios can only 

be built in hindsight, making it a fiction for investors 

interested in future risk and returns. 

A better approach is to build robust portfolios designed 

to manage through various risk scenarios as well as the 

innate behavioural biases of investors, such as mental 

accounting, and allow them to achieve their long-term 

goals. 

A ‘bucketing’ approach to finances can be destructive, 

but it can also be constructive, given it aligns well with 

goals-based investing.

New retirees or those approaching retirement will often 

set aside a lower-volatility bucket to cover essential living 

costs. This protects them against sequencing risk, where 

the impact of a market downturn is amplified because 

their savings have peaked and are simultaneously being 

drawn down.

The vast majority of advisers know this intuitively – that’s 

why they endorse their own bucketing strategies for 

clients despite academic criticism.

In next month’s Insight, we will expand these 

ideas and present an analysis showing how and 

why a bucketing, goals based approach can 

outperform a traditional balanced fund approach. 
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